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Abstract—Energy-efficient task scheduling in data centers is a
critical issue and has drawn wide attention. However, the task
execution times are mixed and hard to estimate in a real-world
data center. It has been conspicuously neglected by existing work
that scheduling decisions made at tasks’ arrival times are likely
to cause energy waste or idle resources over time. To fill in
such gaps, in this paper, we jointly consider assignment and
migration for mixed duration tasks and devise a novel energy-
efficient task scheduling algorithm. Task assignment can improve
resource utilization, and migration is required when long-running
tasks run in low-load servers. Specifically: 1) We formulate
mixed duration task scheduling as a large-scale Markov Decision
Process (MDP) problem; 2) To solve such a large-scale MDP
problem, we design an efficient Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL) algorithm to make assignment and migration decisions.
To make the DRL algorithm more practical in real scenarios,
multiple optimizations are proposed to achieve online training; 3)
Experiments with real-world data have shown that our algorithm
outperforms the existing baselines 14% on average in terms of
energy consumption while keeping the same level of Quality of
Service (QoS).

Index Terms—Energy-efficient task scheduling, Deep reinforce-
ment learning, Data center.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development of cloud computing, more
and more tasks can be submitted to data centers to

be processed. One of the severe problems in data centers is
the tremendous amount of energy consumption, which causes
high operating costs and substantial carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions. A three percent reduction in energy cost for a large
company like Google can translate into over a million dollars
in cost savings [1]. Statistic results show that much energy is
wasted when servers run at a very low load [2]. Consequently,
it is indispensable to devise energy-efficient task scheduling
algorithms to reduce the energy consumption of data centers.

In the area of energy-efficient task scheduling, researchers
focus on the task assignment at the arrival time. When a new
task is submitted, the task is assigned to a proper server, and
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then the server initiates a virtual machine (VM) or a container
for it. Task assignment can be considered a kind of classical
bin-packing problem [3] with several heuristic algorithms
being devised for wide usages, such as Round-Robin [4] and
Best Fit [5]. In [6]–[8], Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)
based algorithms are designed to assign tasks to achieve high
performance. Some previous work [3], [9] studies energy-
efficient task migration. During the runtime, tasks running
in VMs or containers can be dynamically migrated to other
servers for consolidation. In this way, more servers can be
freed and switched to sleep mode [10].

However, few studies on joint task assignment and migration
can achieve better energy efficiency during the entire lifecycle
of tasks. On the one hand, since the task duration in data
centers often follows a long-tail distribution [11], long-running
tasks form a small fraction of the total number of tasks
but consume a large number of resources. Only performing
the task assignment cannot ensure these long-running tasks’
energy efficiency since it can hardly distinguish long-running
tasks at their arrival times [12] or assign them to a few
servers for consolidation. When the task workload decreases,
short-running tasks are finished earlier and leave long-running
tasks running on the server in low load, which results in
energy wastage. On the other hand, a large number of short-
running tasks are running in the data center, and migrating
numerous short-running tasks costs from a few seconds to
some minutes [13], which significantly affects the performance
of these short-running tasks. Due to the significant estimation
errors of task runtime [14], it is inherently hard to distinguish
long-running tasks from short-running tasks at the arrival
time, which makes mixed duration task scheduling more
challenging. In short, previous work does not pay enough
attention to scheduling tasks with mixed duration during the
entire lifecycle.

To fulfill this gap, the mixed duration task scheduling
problem is formulated by jointly considering task assignment
and migration. The task assignment and migration process is a
sequence of correlated scheduling decisions. To reflect the cor-
relations between scheduling decisions at different times, the
scheduling problem is modeled as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) problem. The MDP problem has a huge state space
considering many simultaneous running tasks in data centers.
To deal with such a large-scale MDP problem, we choose
DRL, which can handle the huge state space of complicated
control problems as the underlying technology. Previous work
based on DRL technologies for resource allocation in the data
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center mainly needs heavy offline training of Deep Neural
Network (DNN) [6], [15]–[17], which has the following short-
comings: (1) It requires a large amount of workload traces
and elaborately generated state transition profiles to model
the mixed duration tasks. (2) The transition probability of
container resource demand is quasi-static for a relatively short-
term (e.g., one day) [9]. Historical data collected several days
ago can hardly reflect the current scenarios’ characteristics, so
online training is critical.

To satisfy the time-varying resource demand and avoid
DNN’s heavy offline training, we propose an Online DRL-
based Task Scheduling algorithm (ODTS), consisting of the
task assignment policy and the task migration policy. The
task assignment policy assigns tasks to proper servers at
their arrival time. Various optimizations are proposed to make
DNN train in an online manner. First, to better evaluate each
assignment decision, the reward is formulated as the difference
between average power before and after the assignment. Then,
to achieve the online training, a weight-sharing structure is
used to reduce the number of DNN parameters, and a sort
module is applied to recognize different permutations of server
state. Besides, efficient exploration is applied to accelerate
the convergence speed and generate training data to alleviate
the sparse reward problem. Furthermore, ODTS heuristically
selects a few tasks already executing for a long time to reduce
the action space of simultaneously migrating all tasks. The
proposed task migration policy is then applied to choose the
proper server for migrating each selected task. Finally, to
eliminate the impact of the varied task workload, the reward is
reformulated as the integral of CPU utilization divided by the
average power consumption, instead of the linear combination
of energy consumption and QoS, etc. [6], [17]. Experiments
with real-world data have shown that the proposed algorithm
outperforms the existing baselines by 14% on average in terms
of energy consumption while keeping the same level of Quality
of Service (QoS) and achieving online training.

In short, our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) To energy-efficiently schedule the mixed duration tasks
in data centers, we jointly consider task assignment
and migration during the entire lifetime of tasks. We
formulate the task scheduling problem and further model
it as an MDP problem.

2) A DRL-based algorithm is devised to solve the MDP
problem. Furthermore, to satisfy the time-varying re-
source demand, we optimize the DNN structure, refor-
mulate the reward, adopt efficient action selection, and
generate training data to achieve online training.

3) We implement ODTS and evaluate the performance. Ex-
periments show that, with nearly the same Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) and the same migration times, the proposed
algorithm outperforms the existing baseline algorithms by
14% on average in terms of energy consumption.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
related work is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 describes
the DRL, defines the system model, and formulates the task
scheduling problem. The proposed DRL-based algorithm for
energy-efficient task scheduling is discussed in Section 4. The

performance of ODTS is evaluated in Section 5. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce studies on energy-efficient
task scheduling and reinforcement learning applications in the
computer network.

Energy-efficient task assignment and migration: Studies
on energy-efficient task scheduling can be divided into task
assignment and task migration. When a new task is submitted,
task assignment dispatches it to a proper server to reduce
energy consumption and guarantee the desired resource [18],
[19]. Task assignment can be considered a kind of classical
bin-packing problem [3]. Many heuristics like First Fit (FF),
First Fit Decreasing (FFD) [20], Best Fit (BF) [5], and Best
Fit Decreasing (BFD) [21], have been proposed to solve it as a
bin-packing scheduling problem [22]. Huang et al. [23] design
two heuristic schemes to allocate arriving VMs to appropriate
physical servers and migrate the VM when the deployment of
VMs is far from optimal.

On the other hand, task migration implemented by migrating
VMs or containers is a resource-intensive operation in the
data center. Jin et al. [24] model the resource demands of
VMs as normal distribution and proposed a stochastic bin-
packing algorithm. Han et al. [9] formulate dynamic VM
management as a large-scale MDP problem and propose an
approximate MDP-based dynamic VM management method.
Some other researchers predict the resource demands of VMs
with historical data [25] or assume prior distribution of
resource requirements [26]. In [27], the researchers design
a benders decomposition-based task migration algorithm to
shift intensive workloads to locations sufficient in renewable
energy sources at a coarse scale and adjust the execution time
of the workload in response to real-time renewable energy
source fluctuations at a fine scale. Moreover, most dynamic
approaches are heuristic-based [28], hence lacking sufficient
theoretical performance guarantee.

Reinforcement learning: Reinforcement learning (RL) [29]
is an essential branch of machine learning to solve the prob-
lem of making decisions. Encouraged by these successes in
applying the DRL to solve complex online control problems
[30], [31], many researchers use DRL to solve the scheduling
problem in computer networks [32], [33]. Mao et al. [15] first
use policy gradient DRL in network resource scheduling, and
the proposed algorithm achieves the best result in simulated
experiments. Ye et al. [16] make further improvements on
[15] by using the imitation learning [34] that has been widely
applied in robotics [35] and Self-Driving [36]. There has also
been some related work on task scheduling in data centers [6]–
[8], [17]. Liu et al. [6] propose a novel hierarchical framework
in the data center, which weighs the overall resource allocation
and power management issues. The best tradeoff between
power consumption and processing delay can be effectively
achieved with the DRL.

Moreover, RL can also be applied to make task migration
decisions. Tang et al. [17] first model the container migra-
tion as a multi-dimensional MDP, which is solved by the
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Fig. 1. Reinforcement learning with policy represented via DNN.

deep Q-learning (DQL). They perform various optimizations
to improve the efficiency and stability of the system. An
adaptive DRL-based framework is proposed to tackle energy
consumption issues in cloud task scheduling [7]. In [37], a
decentralized reinforcement learning management policy is
proposed to optimize the VM migration. Peng et al. [38]
propose a novel dynamic service migration scheme based on
DRL, aiming to achieve the QoS and migration cost tradeoff.
However, these previous studies for RL applications in the
computer network require heavy offline DNN training. They
need massive workload traces and significant training time, so
they cannot be applied to a highly dynamic environment.

III. BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the DRL mentioned above is first reviewed.
Next, the system model is described, and the task scheduling
problem is formulated. Then, the characteristics of the task
scheduling problem are analyzed.

A. Background

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a general RL setup con-
sisting of an agent interacting with an environment in discrete
epochs. Specifically, at each epoch t, the agent observes some
state s(t) of the environment, and chooses an action a(t).
Following the action, the state of the environment transitions to
s(t+1) and the agent receives reward r(t). The state transitions
and rewards are stochastic and assumed to have the Markov
property. The objective is to find a policy π (s) mapping a
state to an action (deterministic) or a probability distribution
over actions (stochastic) to maximize the expected discounted
cumulative reward E[

∑∞
t=t0

γtr (t)], where t0 is the current
time, r (·) is the reward and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor.

Among all kinds of RL algorithms, Q-learning algo-
rithm [39] has an advantage in fast computation, which is
consistent with the requirement of rapid decision-making in
data centers. In such an algorithm, the quality of each state-
action pair is indicated by Q-value Q(s(t), a(t)), which is
stored in Q-matrix. Q(s(t), a(t)) is equal to the expected
discounted cumulative reward defined before. The Q-matrix is
initialized to a zero matrix. For discrete-time Markov Decision
Process, each Q(s(t), a(t)) can be updated online with the
learning-rule:

Q (s(t), a(t))← (1− α)Q(s(t), a(t))

+ α[r(t) + γ · argmax
a(t+1)

Q (s(t+ 1), a(t+ 1))], (1)

where α is the learning rate.
For most practical problems, it is infeasible to learn all pos-

sible combinations of state-action pairs. Thus function approx-
imation technique is commonly used to learn the policy [40].
A function approximator πθ(s(t), a(t)) is parameterized by θ,
whose size is much smaller than the number of all possible
state-action pairs, where θ represents all parameters of the
neural network. Many forms of function approximators can be
used to represent the policy. For instance, linear combinations
of state/action space features are a popular choice. DeepMind
introduced DRL [31] that extends Q-learning to enable end-to-
end system control based on high-dimensional sensory inputs.
The DRL adopts a DNN called Deep Q-Network (DQN) to de-
rive the correlation between each state-action pair (s(t), a(t))
of the system under control and calculate its value function
Q (s(t), a(t)). A common-used off-policy algorithm takes the
ϵ-greedy policy [41] to derive the action with the highest Q:
π(s(t)) = argmaxa(t) Q (s(t), a(t)) with probability 1−ϵ and
choose the other actions randomly with total probability ϵ. In
deep Q-learning, the DQN can be trained by minimizing the
loss:

L
(
θQ

)
= E

[
(y(t)−Q

(
s(t), a(t)|θQ

)
)2
]
, (2)

where θQ is the weight vector of the DQN and y(t) is the
target value, which can be estimated by:

y(t) = r (t) + γQ
(
s(t+ 1), π (s(t+ 1)|θπ) |θQ

)
. (3)

However, using a DNN as a function approximator in
RL suffers from instability or even divergence. Two prac-
tical techniques have been introduced in [31] to improve
stability: experience replay and the target network. Unlike
traditional RL, a DRL agent updates the DNN with a mini-
batch from an experience replay buffer, which stores state
transition samples collected during learning. Experience replay
can smooth out learning and avoid oscillations or divergence.
In order to solve the overestimation problem from max op-
erator argmaxa(t) Q (s(t), a(t)), Google DeepMind [31] uses
a separate target network that has the same structure as the
DQN, to estimate target values y(t) for training the DQN,
whose parameters, however, are slowly updated with the DQN
weights every k > 1 epochs and are held fixed between
individual updates.

B. System Model

In this paper, a large-scale data center with M physical
servers that offer computing resources is considered. The data
center adopts containerization as virtualization technology.
The set of physical servers is defined as {p1, ..., pM}. The
CPU utilization of server pi at time t is defined as ui(t). A
server can be in active mode for task execution or sleep mode
for energy saving. For ease of reference, the key notations
used in the paper are summarized in TABLE I.

Task Model: Tasks with mixed duration stochastically
arrive over time. Different tasks have diverse requirements
for multiple resources, like CPU and memory. When each
task arrives, a new container is created to comply with
its requirements and run on a physical server. The set of
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notation Description
pi ith physical server
ui(t) CPU utilization of server pi at time t
cj ith container
Cj·r (t) CPU requirement of container cj at time t
Cj·a (t) CPU allocation of container cj at time t
Cj·l (t) Allocation server of container cj at time t
C′

j·l (t) Allocation server for container cj after migration at time t

Tm The maximum number of migrated tasks in one time slot
|C| Total container number
pidle Power consumption of 0% CPU utilization of a server
pmax Power consumption of 100% CPU utilization of a server
Ei Energy consumption of server pi
Etotal Total energy consumption
CSLAV Performance degradation due to SLAV
tj Task j’s arrival time
sa(t) System state for task assignment at time t
sm(t) System state for task migration at time t
sc(t) Server cluster state at t
si(t) State of server pi at t
saj Task j’s state for task assignment
smj Task j’s state for task migration
A Action space for task assignment

containers is denoted as {c1, ..., cN}. For container cj , we
set Cj·r (t), Cj·a (t) and Cj·l (t) as the resource requirement,
the resource allocation and the container allocation server
at time t, respectively. With little information about tasks,
obtaining accurate task duration estimates at the arrival time
is not trivial. Both the predictor based on the mean task
execution time [42] and based on machine learning [43] exhibit
significant estimation errors. Therefore, it is assumed that the
duration of a task is unknown at its arrival time. Besides,
during the running time of a task, the resource requirements
of its container are varied.

Task Scheduler: Fig. 2 illustrates the task scheduling
system. Similar to Google Borg [44], there is a centralized
task scheduler to collect the information from each server
and schedule tasks in the data center. As soon as a new
task is submitted, the task scheduler assigns it to one server
with enough available resources and creates a container for it.
During the runtime of the task, the task scheduler monitors
the running status of the data center and periodically sends
commands to migrate some containers for energy-efficient al-
location. Task migration is used to refer to container migration
in the following, usually it is considered as hot migration
[17], i.e., the shutdown time is not considered. Once a task
is completed, it releases the resources, and the corresponding
container is stopped.

For convenience, there is assumed to be sufficient disk and
network capacity for all tasks on each server. The scheduling
of computational power (CPU time) is considered the main
factor determining the energy consumption of the servers,
and memory is the constraint. Without loss of generality, the
servers in the data center are homogeneous, and the resource
capacity of each server is normalized to 1.

Different task scheduling decisions will lead to different
CPU utilization and energy consumption, so the centralized
task scheduler should be carefully designed for energy conser-
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Fig. 2. System architecture. At the arrival time of a new task, the task
scheduler assigns it to the target server according to the state of the servers. For
the duration of tasks, the task scheduler performs periodical task migration.

vation. This paper aims to design a task scheduling algorithm
to reduce the energy consumed during the entire lifecycle
of tasks while maintaining an acceptable QoS. The task
scheduling problem is formulated as follows.

C. Problem Formulation and Analysis

The resource utilization and the QoS can benefit from
task assignment and migration. Plenty of idle servers can
be switched off, and much energy consumption can be re-
duced through container consolidation. However, an unsuitable
migration strategy performed on short-running tasks may be
useless, waste network bandwidth, or even increase execution
times. Besides, if too many containers are merged into a server,
the risk of resource over-allocation will be risen dramatically,
leading to performance degradation. Therefore, there exists a
trade-off between QoS and energy consumption. Considering
QoS and energy consumption, the task scheduling problem can
be formulated, as shown below.

QoS: Achieving desirable QoS requirements is extremely
important for a data center. The QoS requirements are com-
monly defined by Service Level Agreement (SLA), which
describes such characteristics as throughput or response time.
The average SLA violation (SLAV) percentage represents the
percentage of average CPU performance that has not been allo-
cated to a container when requested, resulting in performance
degradation, e.g., more latency or lower reliability [17], [25],
defined as:

CSLAV =

∑n
j=1

∫
(Cj·r (t)− Cj·a (t)) dt∑n
j=1

∫
(Cj·r (t)) dt

, (4)

Energy Consumption: In general, the total energy con-
sumption Etotal is equivalent to the addition of each server’s
energy consumption Ei:

Etotal =

M∑
i=1

Ei. (5)

The linear approximation model, widely adopted in the litera-
ture, is used to evaluate the power consumption of servers. If
server pi is switched off or set in sleep mode, its consumption
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is approximately equal to 0 [6]. Otherwise, its power con-
sumption is proportional to its resource utilization, which was
indicated by [45]. For each server, the energy consumption is
equal to the integral of power consumption over time:

Ei =

∫
(pidle + (pmax − pidle)× ui(t)) dt, (6)

where pidle and pmax represent the power consumption of 0%
and 100% CPU utilization of server pi , respectively. Besides,
ui(t) is the CPU utilization of pi at t, defined as:

ui(t) = min
{
1,
∑

1[Cj·l(t) = pi]Cj·r(t)
}
, (7)

where 1[·] is the indicator function, which is equal to 1 when
the condition holds, and 0 otherwise. Specially, we set Cj·r (t)
and Cj·a (t) as the CPU requirement and the CPU allocation
at t, respectively. Recall that the resource capacity of server
pi is normalized to 1. When ui(t) > 0, it means that server
pi is in the active mode at t. In the system model, the CPU
allocation of a task is proportional to its CPU requirement,
which is defined as:

Cj·a (t) =
Cj·r (t)∑

1[Cj·l(t) = pi]Cj·r(t)
× ui(t), (8)

However, too many task migrations result in much data
transmission, which consumes a large amount of network
bandwidth and increases the task execution time. The max-
imum number of migrated tasks in one time slot as Tm is set
according to [9], i.e.,

|C|∑
i=1

1
[
C ′

j·l (t) ̸= Cj·l (t)
]
≤ Tm, (9)

where C ′
i·l (t) is defined as the allocation for task ci after

migration at time t.
Problem Definition: The target is to reduce the total cost

for the long-term:
Problem 1:

min C = ω1 · Etotal + ω2 · C(SLAV ) (10)

s.t. 0 ≤
∑

Cj·l(t)=pi

Cj·a(t) ≤ 1, i = 1, ...,M,∀t, (11)

where ω1 and ω2 are two positive parameters to control the
weights of Etotal and CSLAV , respectively. The constraints
are the maximum number of task migrations defined in Eq.
(9) and the resource capacity constraints.

Furthermore, the total energy consumption is analyzed:

Etotal =

M∑
i=1

Ei =

∫
(

M∑
i=1

pidle × 1[ui(t) > 0]) dt

+

∫
(

M∑
i=1

(pmax − pidle)× ui(t)× 1[ui(t) > 0]) dt

=

∫
(

M∑
i=1

pidle × 1[ui(t) > 0])dt

+ (pmax − pidle)× (1− CSLAV )

∫
(

n∑
i=1

Cj·r(t)) dt.

(12)

From Eq. (12), it can be observed that the Etotal consists
of two terms. The first term

∫
(
∑M

i=1 pidle × 1[ui(t) > 0])dt
is related to the scheduling algorithm and the second term
(pmax−pidle)×(1−CSLAV )

∫
(
∑n

i=1 Cj·r(t))dt is a constant
for a certain set of tasks and the same CSLAV . In order to
consume less energy, we must reduce the accumulated active
server number

∫
(
∑M

i=1 1[ui(t) > 0])dt in the premise of the
same CSLAV . From this perspective, it is reasonable to use
SLAV as a constraint in the case of the linear approximation
power model.

Problem Analysis: We explain the necessity of jointly
considering task assignment and migration, and the reason why
DRL is chosen to solve the task scheduling problem.

Analyzing real-world data from Google cluster [46], we find
that only 8% of tasks run for more than 2 hours but use 92.9%
resources, which is much more than short-running tasks. More
detailed analysis from multiple workloads also shows similar
results [11], [47], which means the long-tail distribution of
task duration is typical.

Energy-efficient mixed duration task scheduling requires
both judicious task assignment and migration. On the one
hand, frequent task migration may affect performance for a
massive number of short-running tasks. Besides, many times
of task migration will produce much migration cost, e.g.,
bandwidth. As a result, the task assignment at the arrival time
should be well designed. On the other hand, only task assign-
ment cannot guarantee their energy efficiency during the entire
lifecycle for long-running tasks without prior information on
task duration. For example, if Best Fit is performed to assign
tasks. When the workload decreases rapidly, the resource
utilization of long-running tasks is 58.1%, much lower than
short-running tasks’ resource utilization, 81.8%.

The problem mentioned before is an advanced bin-packing
problem that is NP-hard. It can be solved optimally, but it
would require a long time. Moreover, most of the existing
heuristic algorithms are unstable for dynamically arrived tasks
in a real data center, which cannot handle large-scale problems
that largely slow down decision-making. In this problem,
assume that C(τ) is the total cost until Tτ . Based on Eq.
(4) and Eq. (10), C(τ) obeys first-order Markov Process as:

C(τ) = 1[τ > 0]× C(τ − 1) + ω1

M∑
i=1

pi(τ) + ω2CSLAV (τ).

(13)
Therefore, it can be formulated as an MDP problem and is
suitable to adopt RL algorithms in solving this problem.

However, in data centers with massive physical servers, task
scheduling often exhibits high dimensions in state and action
spaces, prohibiting the use of traditional RL techniques. This is
because the convergence speed of traditional RL techniques is
in general proportional to the number of state-action pairs [29].
Therefore, we adopt the emerging DRL technique, which has
the potential to handle large state space of complicated control
problems, to solve the task scheduling problem, as presented
in the next section.
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Algorithm 1 ODTS

1: Initialize D, Q, Q̂ for task assignment.
2: Initialize Dm, Qm, Q̂m for task migration.
3: j = 0
4: k = 0
5: for event = e0 to eN do
6: if event = 0 then
7: /* DRL-based Task Assignment */
8: j = j + 1
9: else

10: /* DRL-based Task Migration */
11: k = k + 1
12: end if
13: end for
14: end

IV. ODTS: DRL-BASED JOINT TASK ASSIGNMENT AND
MIGRATION ALGORITHM

In this section, the proposed DRL-based task scheduling
algorithm ODTS is introduced, as shown in Algorithm 1.
ODTS consists of two parts, the task assignment and the task
migration. For task assignment, the replay memory, the Q-
network, and the target Q-network are D, Q, and Q̂, respec-
tively. For task migration, the replay memory, the Q-network,
and the target Q-network are Dm, Qm and Q̂m, respectively.
There are two types of events in ODTS: task assignment event
and task migration event. The task assignment event and the
task migration event are denoted as 0 and 1, respectively. For
task assignment, the decision epoch is defined as the arrival
time of each task. At each decision epoch, the task scheduler
allocates a newly arriving task to one of the physical servers
according to the DRL-based task assignment policy. Then, the
task is loaded into a new container, which shares the phys-
ical resources with other containers. For task migration, the
decision-making is periodical. A slotted scheduling framework
is adopted for task migration, where time is divided into a
sequence of time slots of the same duration. Each time slot
is the epoch of task migration. The task scheduler makes the
task migration decision according to the state information at
the beginning of each epoch. The epoch count is separate for
task assignment and migration.
A. DRL-based Task Assignment

In this section, we present how the task scheduler assigns
tasks to suitable servers at the arrival time. Function 2 il-
lustrates task assignment for one epoch. The reinforcement
learning settings are introduced in Section IV-A1. Multiple
optimizations to improve the efficiency and robustness of
action selection are described in Section IV-A2.

1) Reinforcement Learning Settings: The environment of
the DRL-based task assignment is a set of servers in the data
center. The state space, action space, and reward are defined
as follows:

State Space: The system state sa(tj) at task j’s arrival time
tj is defined as the union of the server cluster state sc(tj) and
the task j’s state saj , i.e., sa(tj) = [sc(tj), s

a
j ]. The state of

a single server pi at time t is defined as si(t). In this paper,

since the duration of a task is unavailable at the arrival time,
the longest runtime of the tasks still running on the server pi
is used to represent the state better and denoted as di(t):

di(t) = max
Cj′·l(t)=pi

(j′ − tj). (14)

si(t) is the combination of resource utilization ui(t) and the
longest runtime di(t):

si(t) = [ui(t), d
i(t)]. (15)

The longest runtime di(t) of the tasks on the server pi
gives the basic information of the tasks on the server, for
long-running tasks remaining on servers often result in low
resource utilization. Therefore, the system state sa(tj) can be
represented by combining resource utilization ui(tj), longest
runtime di(t) and resource requirement Cj·r, as follows:

sa(tj) =[sc(tj), s
a
j ] = [s1(tj), ..., sM (tj), s

a
j ]

=[u1(tj), d
1(tj), ..., uM (tj), d

M (tj), Cj·r].
(16)

The state space consists of all possible states and thus has a
high dimension.

Action Space: In order to reduce the action space, the
continuous-time and event-driven decision framework [6] is
adopted, in which each decision epoch coincides with the
arrival time of a new container request. In this way, the action
at each decision epoch is simply the index of the target server
for task assignment, which ensures that the available actions
are enumerable at each epoch. As a result, the action space of
the DRL-based task assignment is defined as follows:

A = {1, 2, . . . ,M}. (17)

It can be observed that the action space has the same size as
the total number of servers.

Reward: In previous work, researchers primarily used a
linear combination of energy consumption and QoS to rep-
resent the reward rj to balance efficiency and performance.
However, the training process can be unstable with such a form
of reward. It is hard to trade off energy consumption and QoS
by DQL, a model-free technique. Besides, according to Eq.
(12), SLAV has a linear relationship with energy consumption.
Therefore, we use the SLAV as a constraint and focus on
reducing the total energy consumption.

The reward function r(tj) is defined as:

r(tj) =
Etotal(tj+1)

tj+1 − tj
− Etotal(tj)

tj − tj−1
, (18)

where tj and tj+1 are the arrival time of the task j and
task j + 1, respectively. Etotal(tj) is the energy consumption
during the epoch between tj and tj−1. Specially, Etotal(t1)

t1−t0
is

set to 0. The reward is measured by reducing the average
energy consumption at the current epoch by the average
energy consumption of the last epoch. The arrival time of
each task is dynamic, which means the varied length of
each epoch. Compared with the total energy consumption,
the energy consumption averaged by epoch length can lead
to lower variance. Besides, the difference between average
energy consumption better represents the effect of scheduling
the arrival tasks on this epoch. Such a reward helps Q-network
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Function 2 DRL-based Task Assignment
1: Generate random number ϑ.
2: A = ∅
3: for a = 1 to M do
4: if a complies with Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) then
5: A = A ∪ {a}
6: end if
7: end for
8: if ϑ > ϵ then
9: Select a(tj) = argmax

a(tj)

Q (sa(tj), a(tj)|θ) from A.

10: else
11: Select an efficient action a(tj) from A with least

estimated instantaneous power in Eq. (21).
12: end if
13: Calculate r(tj) by Eq. (18).
14: Store transition (sa(tj), a(tj), r(tj), sa(tj+1)) into D.
15: Generate random number ϑ.
16: if ϑ > ϵg then
17: Set a(g) as a server in sleep mode.
18: Store transition (sa(tj), a(g), rg, sa(tj+1)) into D.
19: end if
20: Perform action a(t).
21: Select random samples c(sa(tk), a(tk), r(tk), sa(tk+1))

from D.
22: The weights of Q then are optimized.
23: if j%P = 0 then
24: Reset Q̂ = Q
25: end if
26: end

train in an online manner. Next, we introduce how the task
scheduler selects a proper action according to the current state.

2) Action Selection: Each action needs to satisfy two con-
straints in lines 3 - 7 of Function 2. The first is the resource
constraint defined as follows:

ui(tj) + Cj·a(ti) ≤ 1 j = 1, 2, ...,m, (19)

where task cj is tried to be executed on the server pi. Resource
constraint means the resource utilization in a server cannot
exceed the resource capacity. The second one is the SLAV
constraint for CPU utilization:

∑j
i=1(Ci·r(t)−Ci·a(t))∑j

i=1 Ci·r(t)
≤ υ,

∑j−1
i=1 (Ci·r(t)−Ci·a(t))∑j−1

i=1 Ci·r(t)
≤ υ,

uj(tj) + Cj·a(tj) ≤ 1,
∑j−1

i=1 (Ci·r(t)−Ci·a(t))∑j−1
i=1 Ci·r(t)

> υ,

(20)
where υ ∈ [0, 1] is the SLAV constraint parameter that
controls the instantaneous SLAV after each task assignment.
If the former instantaneous SLAV is higher than υ, then the
CPU utilization of the selected server cannot exceed the CPU
capacity after the task assignment, so the SLAV will decrease
gradually. Otherwise, the new instantaneous SLAV should still
be less than υ.

In lines 8 - 12 of Function 2, the action is selected based
on ϵ-greedy policy, including exploration and exploitation.
A threshold ϵ is set in advance, and a random number ϑ

is generated for each action selection. The details of action
selection are described below:

• When ϑ ≤ ϵ, the action is selected by exploration.
• Otherwise, the best action a(t) =

argmaxa(t) Q (s(t), a(t), θ) is selected by exploitation
according to the Q-values calculated by the Q-network.

Exploration: In exploration, the agent of the general deep
Q-learning algorithm randomly selects an action. However,
random assignment for tasks may result in higher energy
consumption. For example, assigning tasks to servers in sleep
mode will make more servers run in low load, causing energy
waste. Besides, the task scheduler cannot learn efficient actions
from such random exploration, which slows down the DQN’s
training process. Therefore, to speed up the training and
achieve online training, more efficient exploration is adopted:
the task scheduler assigns each task to the server with the
least estimated instantaneous power consumption P ′

e after the
assignment, which is defined as:

P ′
e =

M∑
i=1

(pidle + (pmax − pidle)× u′
i (t)) , (21)

where u′
i(t) is the estimated CPU utilization of pi at time t:

u′
i(t) =


min{1,

∑
1[Ck·l(t) = pi]Ck·a(t) + Cj·r(t)},

Cj·l(t) = pi,∑
1[Ck·l(t) = pi]Ck·a(t), Cj·l(t) ̸= pi.

(22)

Exploitation: In exploitation, for system state s(t), action
with the highest Q-value, a(t) = argmaxa(t) Q (s(t), a(t), θ),
is selected by the task scheduler, where Q (s(t), a(t), θ) is
produced by the DQN. Most studies on DRL-based algorithms
in the communication network include offline DNN construc-
tion, which needs massive workload traces for a long time
and elaborately generated state transition profiles. Besides,
offline DNN training often costs a lot of time. Unlike previous
studies, the DQN designed in this paper is fully trained
online. With high-dimensional state space, a conventional
feed-forward neural network consists of too many parameters,
making it hard to initialize the parameters properly. Such a
neural network is unstable at the beginning and needs much
training data unavailable for online learning. As a result, it is
infeasible to directly use a conventional feed-forward neural
network to output Q.

To address this issue, we harness the power of weight
sharing for DQN construction, with the basic procedure shown
in Fig. 3. The neural network can be divided into two parts.
The first part is to extract a lower-dimensional high-level
representation of the global state of the system. In this part,
sc(tj) is sorted based on CPU utilization at first. Therefore,
the DQN can recognize different permutations of each server’s
state. Then Global State Encoder is designed to extract the
global information from the union of sorted system state and
task resource requests. The extracted global information is
the same for each action. For the second part, the output
network takes each server’s state and the global information
as input features to estimate each action’s Q value. The shared
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Fig. 3. The structure of the DQN for task assignment.

weight among all M output networks with the same structure
is adopted to reduce the number of required parameters and
training samples.

Online Training: The DRL-based task assignment is up-
dated online. Updating on the DQN with online transition
suffers reward sparse in the scenario of task scheduling.
Selecting a sleep server that essentially increases instantaneous
power consumption is not energy-efficient scheduling, which
is avoided by the proposed efficient exploration. Most of the
scheduling decisions are scheduling tasks to servers in active
mode. In this case, the reward for such energy-inefficient
action will be sparse, and there is an insufficient number
of such transitions to train the DQN. Thus, the training
process will become unstable, and the task scheduler may
not properly estimate Q(s, a) value. The Q-value of selecting
sleep servers can be even more significant than others. To
solve this issue, the transition generation is performed in
lines 15 - 19. Specifically, as the system runs, transitions that
randomly select servers in the sleep mode with low reward rg
are generated and stored in the replay memory. Then, the task
scheduler performs value updating on the DQN by minimizing
the loss in Eq. (2). In lines 23 - 25, it updates the target DQN
finally.

B. DRL-based Task Migration

In this section, the DRL-based task migration is presented.
The task scheduler collates state information of the data center
at the beginning of each epoch and selects suitable servers for
task migration.

1) Task Selection: In previous DRL-based algorithms for
resource allocation like [17] and [48], the agent selects actions
that comprise the aggregation of all tasks’ locations at each
epoch. However, such action selection has some issues. Firstly,
the action space is too large for the task scheduler to find the
optimal action. For each task, the action number is the number
of servers M , which means that for N tasks, it has MN

actions in total. Moreover, DRL framework typically requires
a relatively low-dimensional action space [30] because, in each
decision epoch, the DRL agent needs to enumerate all possible
actions for the current state and perform inference using DQN
to derive the optimal Q(s, a) value estimate. Secondly, task
migration must satisfy the resource and SLAV constraints,
which is difficult for all actions simultaneously. Finally, based
on the long-tail distribution of the task duration in the data

center, the migration of a massive number of short-running
tasks is a waste of bandwidth and leads to longer task delays.

To address these issues, ODTS selects migration actions for
a subset of tasks sequentially in lines 3 - 24 of Function 3. The
majority of the tasks in general has a short duration. The task
scheduler selects a small set of tasks before selecting migration
actions. At the beginning of each epoch, the task scheduler
selects the task with the longest runtime from each physical
server and sorts them in decreasing order based on the runtime
(lines 3 - 4). Then, the task scheduler sequentially selects
a reallocation action for each selected task and updates the
estimated system state. After making reallocation actions for
at most Tm tasks, the task scheduler performs all the actions
in order (line 30).

2) Reinforcement Learning Settings: The state space, action
space, and reward are defined as follows:

State Space: In the DRL-based task migration, the state at
each epoch of task migration tk is defined as sm(tk), similar
with the state defined in Section IV-A. The estimated state of
the former server, which contains the selected task, should be
reduced by the resource allocation of the task:

sout(tj) = uout(tj)− Cj·r, (23)

where sout(tj) is the estimated server state after migrating the
container cj out. Besides, the task state includes the resource
requirements and the task runtime in epoch k:

dj(tk) = tk − tj, (24)

which is useful state information for task migration. Therefore,
the system state sm(tk) of the DRL-based task migration can
be represented as follows:

sm(tk) =[s(tk), s
m
j ] = [s1(tk), ..., sM (tk), s

m
j ]

=[u1(tk), d
1(tk), ..., uM (tj), d

M (tk), Cj·r, dj(tk)].
(25)

After each action selection, the estimated state of the server
that container cj is migrated into should be updated:

sin(tj) = uin(tj) + Cj·r. (26)

Action Space: The action space is also defined as the index
of the server, which is the same as Eq. (17). It can be observed
that for each selected task, the action space is reduced to M .

Reward: In the data center, the number of tasks varies with
time. With no information about the task duration and future
tasks’ arrival times, the number and workload of tasks have
high variability. It is biased to use the differential value of
average power consumption as the reward, since the power
consumption of all servers tightly relates to the total resource
requirement. The target is to finish a set of tasks with less
energy consumption. The reward r(tk) is formulated as the
integral of CPU utilization divided by the energy consumption,
which is defined as below:

r(tk) =

∫
(
∑

Cj·r)dt

Etotal(tk)
, (27)

where Etotal(tk) is also the energy consumption during the
epoch k after the migration. The proposed reward means
that ODTS aims to minimize the energy consumption per
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Function 3 DRL-based Task Migration
1: Observe sm(tk).
2: A(tk) = ∅.
3: Set C as the list of each physical server’s longest running

containers.
4: Sort C in decreasing order based on runtime.
5: for m = 1 to Tm do
6: Select the mth container in the sorted list.
7: Update sm(tk) by Eq. (23).
8: Generate random number ϑm.
9: A = ∅

10: for a = 1 to M do
11: if a complies with Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) then
12: A = A ∪ {a}
13: end if
14: end for
15: if ϑm > ϵm then
16: Select a(tk) = argmax

a(tk)

Qm (sm(tk), a(tk)|θ) from

A.
17: else
18: Select an efficient action a(tk) from A with least

estimated instantaneous power in Eq. (21).
19: end if
20: Calculate r(tk) by Eq. (18).
21: Store transition (sm(tk), a(tk), r(tk), sm(tk+1)) into

Dm.
22: A(tk) = A(tk) ∪ {a(tk)}
23: Update sm(tk) by Eq. (26).
24: end for
25: Select random samples c(s(tl), a(tl), r(tl), s(tl+1)) from

Dm.
26: The weights of Qm then are optimized.
27: if k%Pm = 0 then
28: Reset Q̂m = Qm

29: end if
30: Perform action set A(tk).
31: end

workload, which means more energy-efficient. Since the per-
formance of the system is decided by all actions selected in
the same epoch, the same reward is set for them.

3) Action Selection: As mentioned above, in the DRL-
based task migration function, the task scheduler firstly sorts
running tasks by their runtime decreasingly. Then, the task
scheduler selects the migration action for each selected task
according to ϵ-greedy policy.

Threshold ϵm is defined, and the task scheduler gener-
ates ϑm for ϵ-greedy policy, which is described in Sec-
tion IV-A. In exploration, instead of random action selec-
tion, the task scheduler selects the server with the least
estimated instantaneous power consumption as defined in
Eq. (21). In exploitation, the task scheduler selects action
a(t) = argmaxa(t) Qm (s(t), a(t), θ) for system state s(t).
Qm (s(t), a(t), θ) is calculated by the DQN, which has the
same structure with Fig. 3.

Online Training: The training of the DRL-based task

TABLE II
THE POWER CONSUMPTION AT DIFFERENT CPU UTILIZATION IN WATTS

CPU Utilization(%) 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
HP ProLiant G4 86 89.4 92.6 96 99.5 102

CPU Utilization(%) 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
HP ProLiant G4 106 108 112 114 117

migration algorithm is performed online. At each migration
epoch k, for each selected container ordered decreasingly, the
task scheduler uses ϵ-greedy policy for action selection and
performs inference to derive the Q(sm(tk), a) value of each
state-action pair (sm(tk), a). Then, for each action selection,
the task scheduler stores all transitions in line 21. After that,
the task scheduler also performs value updating by minimizing
the loss in lines 25 - 26 and updates the target DQN after every
Pm epochs in lines 27 - 29.

C. Convergence and Computational Complexity Analysis

Watkins et al. [39] proved that the Q-learning technique
would gradually converge to the optimal policy under a sta-
tionary MDP environment and sufficiently small learning rate.
Hence, the proposed DRL-based task scheduling algorithm
will converge to the optimal policy when (1) the environment
evolves as a stationary, memoryless MDP, (2) the learning rate
is sufficiently small, and (3) the DNN is sufficiently accurate to
return the action associated with the optimal Q(s, a) estimate.
In this paper, the MDP characteristics have been analyzed in
Section III-C. Besides, the learning rate is sufficiently small
(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) in our problem, and the convergence of deep
Q-learning has been illustrated in [30]. Simulation results
demonstrate the effectiveness of ODTS in realistic data center
environments.

ODTS exhibits low online computational complexity. The
computational complexity of the DRL-based task assignment
function is proportional to M at each decision epoch. As
illustrated in Section III-B, there are M servers, Tm maxi-
mum migration number for one migration epoch. The DRL-
based task migration function selects target servers for Tm

containers, so the computational complexity is proportional to
M × Tm at each migration epoch. The computation overhead
of scheduling decisions is relatively insignificant for the data
center.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, multiple experiments are conducted to evalu-
ate ODTS. Firstly, the experimental setup is described in Sec-
tion V-A. Then, from perspectives of energy consumption and
QoS, ODTS is compared with multiple baselines in Section
V-B. Next, ODTS is compared with the non-optimized DRL-
based task scheduling algorithm to prove the effectiveness of
our optimization in Section V-C. Finally, ODTS is evaluated
by investigating the optimal between energy consumption and
QoS in Section V-D.
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Fig. 4. Comparison among ODTS, DTA, DTM, MAD, RR and BF with different CPU demand and task number = 2700000.

A. Experimental Setups

In the following experiments, for simplicity and without loss
of generality, physical servers in a data center are homoge-
neous. The peak power of each server is Pmax = 117W , and
the idle power consumption is Pidle = 86W [48]. Moreover,
the power model of each server is shown in TABLE II.
To simplify the simulation, the task migration time and the
transition time of server mode are set to 0. The number of
machines in the data center M is set to 600. The epoch for
migration is set to 30 minutes, and the maximum number
of task migrations in one epoch is set to 2% of the current
number of tasks. It is noted that the proposed algorithm can be
easily applied to the case with more servers as well. Moreover,
the task scheduling problem in the heterogeneous server data
centers can be solved by adding available resources to the
system state.

In this section, the real data center workload traces are
collected from Google cluster-usage [46], which provides the
server cluster usage data over a month-long period in May
2011. Since the CPU and memory-related information of tasks
are extracted in the cluster trace, and the types of tasks in the
cluster in recent years are basically two types of computation-
intensive tasks and delay-sensitive tasks. So the cluster trace is
very representative. Even data from 2011 is still widely used in
recent years [49], [50]. The extracted task traces include task
arrival time (absolute time value), task duration, and resource
requirements of each task, which include CPU and memory
(normalized by the resource of one server). All the extracted
tasks are with a duration from a few seconds to a few days,
ordered increasingly based on their arrival time. In order to
simulate the workload on a data center with 600 servers, the
traces are split into 10 segments, and each segment contains
about 2700000 tasks, corresponding to the workload for a 600-
machine data center in three weeks.

We set the parameters according to the settings in [17], [6]
and [15], but without much tuning, which also shows the effec-
tiveness of the proposed optimizations. In DQN construction,
a fully-connected hidden layer with 500 hyperbolic tangent
function (Tanh) neurons is used to build Global State Encoder.
The output network contains two fully-connected layers with

30 and 10 Tanhs and a fully-connected linear layer with a
single output for each valid action in the server index. The
Q-learning discount factor γ is set to 0.9 in simulations. In
DQN updating, the widely-used optimizer RMSprop [51] is
applied to increase the training process. For the learning rate
and exploration threshold, α, ϵ and ϵm are set to 0.01, 0.05
and 0.05, respectively. Update intervals P and pm are 600 and
9.

In this work, different from previous DRL-based resource
allocation methods [17] [6], ODTS does not perform offline
training, which means it is more feasible in a practical data
center.

B. Comparison with Baselines

In this subsection, the performance of ODTS is compared
against the following baselines.

1) DRL-based Task Assignment only (DTA). It is an inde-
pendent component of ODTS.

2) DRL-based Task Migration only (DTM). It is also an
independent component of ODTS.

3) Best Fit (BF). For task scheduling, the runtime of
tasks that is required by sophisticated task scheduling
approaches is unavailable in advance. BF assigns a task
to a server with the least available resource among the
servers which can accommodate the task.

4) Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) [52]. MAD is the
baseline for task migration. MAD is a heuristic VM
migration algorithm based on the detection and resource
allocation of under-utilization and over-utilization of the
servers. In the MAD algorithm, there are two thresholds:
thover and thover. Some of the containers on over-
utilized servers, whose utilization is higher than thover,
are migrated to other servers to decrease the number
of over-utilized servers. All the containers on under-
utilized servers, whose utilization is lower than thunder,
are migrated to other servers to increase the number of
empty servers. The MAD algorithm predicted the thover

and thunder by measuring the statistical dispersion of
each task.
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(b) Compare active server number of ODTS with the total CPU requirements.

Fig. 5. The number of active servers varies during the experiment.

5) Round-Robin (RR). RR is a baseline for choosing all
servers equally in some rational order.

Fig. 4 shows the experimental results when the CPU demand
of tasks is set to 1, 2, and 3 times the original in the traces.
Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) demonstrate the average SLAV and
the energy usage, respectively. Firstly, all algorithms except
for RR have similar SLAV, which means they nearly achieve
the same QoS. RR schedules tasks evenly to each server,
so it activates more servers and has the highest QoS, which
results in the highest energy consumption and lowest SLAV.
Compared with BF, DTA saves 7% of energy. The improve-
ment shows that, even with limited information about tasks
(i.e., without task duration), better task allocation still achieves
higher long-term resource utilization. Similarly, with the same
baseline assignment algorithm and the same maximum number
of task migrations, DTM consumes 6% energy less than MAD,
which proves the effectiveness of task migration based on
DRL. ODTS has the best energy efficiency and saves 14%
of energy compared with the BF baseline. Besides, with DTA,
DTM saves 3% energy, whose improvement is less than with
the BF. It may be because that DTA already achieves a good
allocation of the tasks.

The number of active servers varies over time, as shown in
Fig. 5. To make Fig. 5(a) clearer, we select two representative
baselines for comparison. According to Eq. (12), with the
same SLAV, the data center should activate fewer servers to
reduce energy consumption. ODTS activates the fewest servers
during all simulation time, which shows the robustness of our
task scheduling algorithm. Moreover, without migration, DTA
still leaves a part of servers in low resource utilization, which
can be avoided by applying DTM. In Fig. 5(b), scheduled by
ODTS, the number of active servers is tightly close to the
total CPU requirement. It means that ODTS almost achieves
the optimal allocation over all simulation time. Besides, due

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DIFFERENT TASK ASSIGNMENT

ALGORITHMS.

Task Assignment Algorithms Energy (KWh) SLAV
RR 35731.9 0.021
BF 24888.1 0.100
BDTA 30702.7 0.092
DTA 22918.2 0.101

to the definition of the SLAV in Eq. (4), the sum of the
containers’ CPU requirements in one server at some time
points can exceed the CPU capacity of the server.

We also record the running time of ODTS. Given the simple
and shared neural network structure, we execute ODTS on the
CPU, which saves the data communication time between the
CPU and the GPU. The average running time of making an
assignment decision of ODTS is shorter than 3 ms. It takes
about 40 ms to make a migration decision while the migration
is infrequent (i.e., the epoch is set to 30 minutes). Compared
with the task duration, the running time of ODTS is affordable.

C. Evaluation of Algorithm Optimization

In this subsection, to evaluate the improvements applied
in the proposed algorithm, four task assignment algorithms
are compared: RR, BF, Basic DRL-based task assignment
algorithm (BDTA), and DTA. The difference between BDTA
and DTA is that the multiple optimizations are removed from
the proposed DRL algorithm, including sort module, transition
generation, and efficient exploration. The experiments are
repeated ten times to calculate the average performance of
each algorithm.

The CPU demand of tasks is set to the original in the
traces, and the experimental results are shown in Table III.
RR still has the lowest SLAV for its even allocation of
tasks, and the other three algorithms have similar SLAV.
From the perspective of energy consumption, the usage of
BDTA is more than BF and DTA. More specifically, the
energy usage of BDTA among experiments has a significant
variance, which means that the training process is not stable
without our improvements. The reason for the unstable training
is that without sufficient offline training, the DQN largely
depends on the quality of training samples and the structure
of DQN. However, inefficient exploration and sparse reward
for selecting servers in sleep mode make the low quality of
training samples. Additionally, without the sort module, the
DQN cannot recognize different permutations of each server’s
state, which means that it needs more training data to achieve
similar performance.

D. Trade-off between Energy Consumption and QoS

In this section, an experiment is designed to explore the
SLAV and energy consumption trade-off curve for the pro-
posed algorithm and two baselines, as shown in Fig. 6.

Different SLAV constraint parameter υ is set to control
the energy consumption. For ODTS and two baselines, the
curve is nearly linear, which indicates that these algorithms are
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Fig. 6. Trade-off curves between SLAV and energy consumption of baselines
and the proposed task scheduling algorithm with original CPU demand and
task number = 2700000.

stable under different SLAV constraint parameters. Moreover,
it shows that the training of ODTS is stable and controllable.

Furthermore, compared with the two baselines, ODTS
achieves substantial improvement for all average SLAV. It
can be observed that the three curves have close slopes.
According to Eq. (12), it proves that the proposed algorithm
better schedules tasks to reduce the number of active servers.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an online DRL-based algorithm for energy-
efficient task scheduling is proposed. We first introduce the
DRL technique and model the task scheduling system, whose
optimization target consists of energy consumption and QoS.
Then, to cope with the challenge of saving energy during
the entire lifecycle of tasks, the DRL-based task scheduling
algorithm consists of both task assignment and task migration.
To achieve efficient online training, we optimize the DNN
structure, reformulate the reward, adopt efficient action selec-
tion, and generate training data. Experiments with real-world
data trace have shown that our algorithm substantially reduces
energy consumption as compared with the existing baselines.
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